
by Tatiana Revoredo, writing for Cointelegraph

Bitcoin arouses passion, curiosity and has received more and more media

attention, especially after having climbed the ranks of the best financial asset of

the decade. However, whenever its price goes up, many doubts and questions

arise, mainly around its origin and the energy expenditure by miners.

IS BITCOIN A WASTE OF ENERGY? PROS
AND CONS OF BITCOIN MINING

by Gertrude Chavez-Dreyfuss, writing for Reuters

Losses from cryptocurrency theft, hacks, and fraud fell 57% last year to $1.9

billion, as market participants boosted security systems, but crime in the

"decentralized finance" space continued to grow, a report from crypto

intelligence company CipherTrace showed.

CRYPTOCURRENCY CRIME DROPS IN 2020
BUT 'DEFI' BREACHES RISE, STUDY FINDS
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At the end of January 2021, Bitcoin’s network mining difficulty, a measure of how

complicated it is to mine a block reward, is higher than it’s ever been during the

crypto protocol’s lifetime. Currently, Bitcoin’s mining difficulty is a whopping

20.8 trillion but despite the handicap, Bitcoin miners have continued to keep the

network’s hashrate running hot.

BTC'S HASHRATE REMAINS HIGH, BUT IT'S
MORE DIFFICULT TO MINE BITCOIN THAN EVER

by Turner Wright, writing

for Cointelegraph

Crypto enthusiast Simon

Byrne has taken crypto

mining out of the garage

and onto the road after

installing a small farm in

the trunk of his car.

According to a report from

Hardware Times, Byrne

purchased a BMV i8

hybrid vehicle retailing for

roughly $150,000 and

equipped it with a small

crypto mining rig

consisting of six GeForce

RTX 3080 graphics cards.

DRIVING TO THE
MOON? HODLER
INSTALLS
PORTABLE MINING
RIG IN BMW

by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
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The power struggle between Bitmain co-founders Micree Zhan and Jihan Wu appears

to be at an end. In a tweet on January 26, Wu announced his decision to step down from

the company. The now-former CEO and Chairman of Bitmain sent out an encrypted

farewell message to his followers, announcing that the long-standing disagreement

between ousted co-founder Zhan and himself had been settled in an “amicable” and

“constructive” manner.

BITMAIN CEO ANNOUNCES DEPARTURE IN
THE MOST CRYPTO WAY
by Turner Wright, writing for Cointelegraph

by Daily Hodl Staff, writing for Daily Hodl

The Bank of Singapore says Bitcoin and the crypto markets at large have the

potential to create a new electronic standard for storing value that replaces gold.

The bank’s chief economist, Mansoor Mohi-uddin, told The National News that

emerging digital assets have to survive a number of remaining tests to prove their

longevity and reliability as a means to store wealth.

BANK OF SINGAPORE: BITCOIN AND CRYPTO
MAY REPLACE GOLD AS STORE OF VALUE

by Felipe Erazo, writing for Bitcoin.com

With Argentineans facing rising inflation to near 40%, solutions appear to

contain the impact on national farmers. A business blockchain platform is

partnering with a peer-to-peer (P2P) marketplace to launch a program to

tokenize Argentina’s agriculture.

BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM TO SET UP A
TOKENIZATION FOR ARGENTINEAN FARMERS

by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com

While the price of Bitcoin and numerous cryptocurrencies have jumped in

value, a great number of merchants have been willing to accept digital

currencies for goods and services. These days a crypto proponent can buy

literally anything with their crypto assets and some of these items are very

unique and extraordinary.

BUYING ITEMS AND SERVICES WITH BITCOIN:
A LOOK AT CRYPTO ACCEPTING MERCHANTS

by Ian Allison, writing for

Coindesk

Some of the largest

university endowment funds

in the U.S. have been quietly

buying cryptocurrency for

the past year or so through

accounts held at Coinbase

and other exchanges,

CoinDesk has learned.

HARVARD, YALE,
BROWN
ENDOWMENTS
HAVE BEEN
BUYING BTC FOR
AT LEAST A YEAR

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in Unchained

podcast Michael Saylor, CEO

and founder of Microstrategy,

explains how he decided the

publicly traded business data

firm needed to put its excess

cash in Bitcoin and what

happened afterward. 

Listen to the episode here.
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